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Can we impose
order on the me-qfy
process of school
change? Onty by
agreeing that team-
work is vital, veterans

say. Changes in
dassroom practices,
school structures,

and attitudes then

rise andfall like
ajuggZer's baNs,
keeping earh other
in balance.

In' KA 1'111.miNCUSI IMAN

"So Now What?"

Managing the Change Process

JUDY CUNNINGHAM CALI PUT

her finger right on what turned
the tide of change at Rancho San
Joaquin, where for seven years she
hash'd M ime 50 teachers and 9(X)

diverse 7th and 8th grade students.

Plenty of teachers, parents, students,
zini<ins, administrators were

skeptical, she readily admits, when
lissential School ideas first surfaced

in this Irvine, California school

ounmunity.
"Al first people's concerns were

just informational; she says. 'They
wanted to know more." But soon

enough, that evolved into other,
quite legitimate concerns: "How is
all this going to a ffect me person-
ally?" she remembers them asking.
"Why fix something that ain't
broke?"

So Cunningham worked to turn
the very exploration of such ques-

tions into the whole point-helping
the members of the school commu-

nity work through what she calls
"stages of concern," at their own
individual paces, until new norms of
trust and collaboration could take

hold. Drawing ideas from a well-
known organizational change model
and from training sessions offered
thnitigh the Coalition's National
Re: Ir,wring Faculty, sheand her
staff together started learning how to
set ck·,ir goals they could agree on,
axid hINY to wi,rk togetlier respect-

fully in carrying thrin out.
Tuday Rancho Sam Joaquin isa

different school by all accounts, and

the people who work there have
made it that way themselves. It has
gc,ne from tracking to virtually

complete heterogeneous grouping;
teacher teams in "village" units
are working toward an integrated
curriculum; and teachers and

students report a new climate of
respect for learning. At its most
recent faculty meeting, the staff
decided to require consensus on any
issue that affects all students. More

than half the school's teachers belong
to the voluntary committee that

plans and evaluates professional
development activities, And one
teacher works full time as a staff

development coach-ncouraging

every teacher to explore new ideas,
try new classroom practices, and
reflect collaboratively on how they
work.

Watching schools like this one
change, it's clear that, for reform
efforts to get anywhere, people must
continually juggle at least three balls
in the air at once. Simultaneously,
Rancho San Joaquin is 1) changing
its trache,·s' ciftssroom practices,
2) changing its beliefs and attitudes
through an open and ongoing
conversation about ediication in

the school amd community, and
3) examining the school's structure
and questioning how it works and
how to change it. Any one of these
continually shifting elements supplies
multiple entry points into bigger
changes-and any one of them will
inevitably affect the others.



But exactly how does a school
carry out this tricky process? How
do successful scho(,15 turn a vision

into practice, given the established
structure and workings of their
organization? Whatdo they do first?
Are some training workshops more

important than others? What kinds
of committees and (,ther structures

and procedures are required? What
current committees and structures

(site-based management, for ex-

ample, or special magnet programs)
must either fit into the change
somehow or be eliminated? How

can a schi *,1 (·c,unteract the <,tres,*15

and conflicts that serious change

inevitably involves?

First, Teach Teamwork

The answer, many school-watchers

say, lies not in a 1-2-3 formula,
hecause so much of a hchool's

experience N unique to its own
situation. Instrad, itlies in getting
pi'(,ple k) understand hi,w lize process
ofc/imi,Ve js crucial to whether new
substance will take hold -a powerful
mix of vision and teamwork that is

fareasier said than clcme. "Regardless
of what spet·ific plans a school has;
they wiN succeed if thi,se involved
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Unless people learn
to work together

on common goals,
no change will succeed.

But if they do, no

change is Iike41 to-fail.

set clear goals and use teamwork to
carry them out," says Faith Dunne,
a Dartmouth College education
professor who helps lead the
Coalition's Building Effective School
Teams (BEST) institute. "If they
dion't do that,"she flatly declares,
"nci change is going to work."

The overarching task of learning
teamwork and goal-setting puts the
otier tasks of school reform into a

new perspective. For one thing, every
step the school considers-instituting
advisory periods, or changing the
schedule, or de-tracking, or integrat-
ing the curriculum-now becomes
an <,ppi,rtunity to practice the skills
of goal-setting and teamwork. In
ttirn, the real conflicts any serious
change engenders ("What? You're
taking away my honors class?")
get the attention they deserve; and
people learn the hard business of
listening respectfully, gathering
information, negotiating differences,
and building consensus.

"When we realized an atmosphere
of condemnation was developing
toward those reluctant to change, we
inade a conscious effort to dispel it,"
says Judy Cunningham. Once the
"we-they" dynamic shifted, she
asserts, "things could really start to
happen. We were all hearing the
same things in our staff develop-
inent, after all. Everyone understood
that new ways were going to be
expected of everyone--bitt not righi
11,w. We committed ourselves to

giving support and building skills,
so that everyone could take part
when they fell ready enough to do
so, and not befc,re."

1»aching people to work together,

2

of course, is itself a structural and

philosophical change. It requires,
for instance, making time within
the teachers' salaried work day and

year for coaching and practice in
collaborative work. And perhaps
most important, it requires thinking
of teachers as crucial players in the
very redesign of their profession.
Suddenly instead of being techni-
cians who must be conscripted into
cooperation, teachers are profession-
als whose thoughtful questions,
ideas, and objections will inform
a new intellectual climate for the

schools and shape the way they work.
Getting people to work together,

moreover, has a direct bearing on

the "Now what?" question that
frequently stumps schools shaping
their change strategies. Because the
Coa lition o f Essential Schools is

organized entirely around common
intellectual principles (not around

specified practices like team-teaching
or block scheduling), it has long been
reluctant to jay out management and
procedural guidelines for schools
that have embraced those broad

principles. Even such well-regarded
techniques as site-based manage-
ment, CES leaders point out, do

not of themselves spark thoughtful ,
pedagogy, curriculum, or assessment.
Nonetheless, a long-range intention
to involve teachers in collaboratively
shaping and evaluating new practice
does lie at the heart of every kiiid
of support the Coalition offers
meinber schools.

The National Re:Learning Faculty,
for example, has brought some
hundred teachers, principals, and
administrators to Brown University
for intensive coaciling on Essential
School ideas-and sends them back

prepared to work with colleagues as
critical friends and coaches. Since

1988 CEs Trek program has guided
school teams through a year-long
reflective analysis, including setting
goals, designing action plans and
decision-making structures, and
visiting other schools to observe
and reflect on their progress. Last
summer, two one-week BEST
institu(es at CES trained more than
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a dozen Thcx,1 teams to facilitate

whatever change agendas their
schools had set. And through its
7.xhibitions project, led by Jcrseph
Mc[)onald, the Coalition has devised

a change processorganized around
"planning backwards," which
several schools have received

funding to try.

ihe wc>ods are full of other gox,d
strategic*, for managing cirganiza-
tional change, of course, and many
successful Essential schools have

turned to non-Galition sources for

help. RanchoSan Joaquin relies on

a program called Concern-Based
Adoption Model (CRAM), designed
by Gene Hall of the University of
i·lorida. (See Figure 1.) Fairdale High
Schix,1 in Jeffer',on ('c,unty, Kentucky
draws from lidward Deming'h Total
Quality Me,nagement process for
their consensus decision-making.
(50(· Figure 2, page 5.) Central Bucks
1t 1 ligh School in Bucks County,

Pennsylvania, uses a change model
described in Herbert Simon's book

Administ rinliur Bellavior. and several
Coalition member schools have

usal l'etcr Senge's "systems think-
ing" appnmch. James Corner's
Sch(K)1 1)evekipment Program at
Yi,le, one of the Coalition's new

partners in the ATLAS school change
project recently funded by the New
American Schools Development
C (irporati<m, ciffers a three-stage
prncess thal some Coalition schools
have taken to heart. (Sce Figure 3,
page 7.)

Learning to work
together toward change
can easily takefive
veans-and it won't be
muchfun. But conflict
is crucial to the process,
and resistance is a

sure sign that the
changes are serious
and important.
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FIGURE L

"Stages of Concern" in One School's
Change Process

hincho San Joaquin Middte School works tormrd chgnge using these steps from the
Concern-Based Adoption Model (CBAM),designed by Gene Hi of the University
of Florida.
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Whatever the method for learning

to work together, everybody agrees,
it doesn't happen quickly or easily.
At stake, after all, is a hierarchical,

authorjtarian, isolationist bureau-

cracy so deeply entrenched in our
notion of schooling that it is hard
even to imagine it differently. Plenty
of vested interests-standardized

test companies, college admissions,

school boards, teacher unions-keep
the status quo going in the old tracks
i f nothing challenges business as

usual. It can easily take a couple of
years for a core group from a school
to learn teamwork well enough to be
able to teach it to others. And to get
a whole school used to working
together toward change could well
take five years, organizational change
research suggests.

Equally important, it may not be
imuch fun. "Real change only starts

when you run up against resistatice,"
says Faith Dunne. "No resistance
signals that you're not changing
anything serious." That's why school
change analysts regard learning to
cope with and manage conflict as a

key part of making any change

Know Something Better

Working with Others (Peers)

How Affecting Clients

Time, Materials, Organization

How Will It Affect Me?

Like to Know More

Not Concerned

happen. At the Coalition's Fall
Fortim, workshops on faculty
resistance led by psychologist Robert
Evans, who directs the Human

Relations Service in Wellesley,
Massachusetts, were packed to
overflowing, and his counsel-to
identify with the concerns of the

reluctant, and address them directly
and openly-fits neatly into several
of the change strategies Coalition
member schools have embraced.

(See "What Schools Can Learn from

Resistant Teachers," page 6.)

The Key Task: Clear Goals

Given that a school does commit to

this long, hard process and finds
ways-ither through the Coalition
or elsewhere-to coach itself in(o

effective teamwork, what actual
tasks do these nascent cooperators

have to address? Even after they've
made the commitment to adopt

Essential School ideas, many
schools simply stall out in the face
of a daunting array of challenging
principles and a staff leery of too
much change all at once.
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Before setting new
goaZs, a school must
agree that change is
needed-and a good
way to prompt this is
to assess the quality
of current student work.

Though the sped fic content of
each move will depend on each
school's particular situati()n,
virtually all effective change models
call for some version of the same

basic steps:*

1. Agree that a problem needs
!*11 utiOn.

2. Set clear goals that get beyond
surface issues.

3. Understand what in the
school'h current structure and

culture works for and against
these goals.

4. Establish a participatory
structure that allows those

affected to organize how and
when changes will happen-
one that can accommodate

now ideas and conflict when

they arise.
5. Start making the changes in

an orderly way according to
that process, which must include

steps for ongoing evaluation
and reflection.

* Thesesleps,Irawimnlheguidelines{}f
the Schix,11.eadership Project based at
I)artmouth C(Illege, but many other
nic,dels reflect i, similar procesh.

The first two steps-agreeing
that a problem exists, and setting
goals tc) solve it-sound deceptively
simple. But they lie at the heart of
many of the slunibling blocks to
Ii.*sential School reform, argues
Theodore Six.er. who began the
Ccialition eight years ago in an
effort to reinely high school
students' "intellectual docility" and
raise the standards by which their
work is judged. "High schools that
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believe 'it ain't broke' need to take

a careful and collective look," he

says, "at the quality of their student
work, and identify where problems
exist." Until every graduating
student can demonstrate compe-
tence in rigorous and clearly
defined thinking skills, Sizer
asserts, a school has a problem that
its entire community should be able
to agree on.

But embracing the Coalition's
Nine Common Principles, or even
drawing up an idealistic mission
statement, only marks the start of
the real challenge, change analysts
say. Rather, the school's faculty
must start to define how those

principles might play out in new
practices, and then articulate the
new goals that arise.

Those goals might be pedagogi-
cal: "Every senior must qualify for
graduation by exhibiting mastery of
the following competencies." They
could be structural: "Class periods
will be long enough to address a
subject in depth." They could
encompass both structural and
pedagogical aims: "We'll integrate
our curriculum across the disci-

plines," or "We'11 teach students of
di ffering abilities to work together
in the same classes." If they are
serious goals, they will generate
controversy, and that should be
welcome; if no one's interests are

offended by them, they probably
merely reflect the status quo.

A number of Coalition member

schools are generati ng these goals
by the "planning backwards"
strategy CES's Joseph McDonald
has described in several studies.

The faculty begins by framing in
their minds' eyes a specific and
concrete task they want to see
candidates for graduation exhibit-
not quite an "outcome," which may
be too abstract to imagine in the
context of everyday teaching tasks,
but a performance that demon-
strates that outcome.

Chicago's Sullivan High School
makes a good example of how
starting with such a goal leads to
logical and thoughtful steps toward

4

change. Under the challenging
leadership of principal Robert
Brazil, the school community
agreed that Socratic seminars
would serve as the core educational

experience at this large urban
high school. Every graduate, they
decided, should be able to read

sophisticated texts and thoughtfully
discuss them in seminars, then

Write about the ideas generated.
So Sullivan devised a "diploma
by exhjbition" that would ask all
seniors to publicly demonstrate
those skills.

Next, they struggled to define
what would have to happen in their
school so a student might learn to
carry out such a task-what kind
of classroom experiences, what
kind of practice assignments, what
kind of teacher preparation, what
kind of assessment? Sullivan

started by involving all students
and staff in quarterly "all-school
seminars" and monthly "enrich-
ment seminars," but soon decided

to practice seminar techniques
in every subject and with every
student. Once the first Sullivan

students went through the new
graduation requirement, the staff
recognized substantial weaknesses
in their written work, which led

to systematic curricular changes
across the disciplines.

'llanning backwards'
.,from a vision ofwhat
graduates should know
and be able to do lends

a logical structure to
the steps of-change.

As weak points show up in the
existing system, schools can begin
to "rewire," as McDonald dubs

the hard process of changing
norms and procedures so that
they contribute to common goals.
(Sullivan teachers, for instance,
developed consistent rubrics that
could be used in every class to
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FIGURE 1

One High School's Consensus
Decision-Making Process

The goal of all proposals and decision making
must be greater student academic success:

INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP 14<01'OSAL

SBDM (Schix,1-Based Decision-Making} COUNCIL.

TASK FORCE

4. FACULTY,

STAFF,

COMMUNITY

R
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1:INAL DECISION

SIDM COUNCIL.

Step 1.

Step 2.

Step 3.

Step 4.

Conse,!sus 4A.

NOT reached

TASK FORCE

FACT-FINDING

PRCXIESS

5A. FINAL DECISION

SBDM COUNCIL

Day-tc>day operational processes are the responsibility of the
principal. The SBDM Council is a policy-making body. Proposals for
school-wide policy changes may be submitted to the Cotincil by
individuals or groups of staff, students, or community persons at
least ten days before the Council meeting.

The Council will discuss the proposal(s) and may decide to submit it
to a Task Force, ask for more information from sponsor(s), or ask for

changes to be made by sponsor(s).

Once a proposal is assigned to a Task Force, it is the duty of the Task
Force, through notices, to make all constituencies aware of the
proposal and how it will serve our goal of student success.

The Task Force will conduct a formal consensus-gathering session
with all faculty, using the four-question format:

1. How will this proposal contribute to student success?
2. What disadvantages may result?
3. What resources are needed?

4. Will you agree to pilot the proposal?

Step 4A. If consensus is not reached, the Task Force moves to a fact-finding
process that develops data (observable, measurable, factual) for and
against the proposal. The fact-finding session is open to all constitu-
encies. Results of the fact-finding session are forwarded to the
SBDM Council for a decision.

Step 3. A consensus decision to pilot the proposal goes to the SBDM Council
for final approval.

Step SA. Final decision by SBDM Council.
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Simrce Air,in/i· High Schoo, Jc)r:(w County, Ke,tucky.
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evaluate written work and seminar

participation.) Part of the rewiring
process, McDonald points out, is
a continual "tuning" of decisions-

soliciting and responding to
feedback about the school's

performance from interested
outsiders of all stripes. (Sullivan
uses Mortimer Adler's Paideia

Project as a continuing source of
teacher education, self-evaluation,
and new ideas.)

As soon as it began, the new
exhibition requirement allowed

the Sullivan community to look
together at what graduating
students knew and what they could
in fact do-not in the future but

at that moment. If the results are

taken seriously, Joe McDonald
argues, such a concrete goal can
generate a logical series of moves
toward new norms and institutions

at the school. From its new

perspective the whole school
community both celebrates its
demands on students and evaluates

those demands-reflecting together
on where students should be

going and what needs to happen
to get them there.

In Sullivan's case, those new

norms included academic rigor,
heterogeneous grouping, and
cross-disciplinary chaJlenges-all
generated by one simple imaginative
act, collectively undertaken. "By
requiring that all our students

demonstrate the competencies we
had earlier demanded from only a
few," Sullivan teacher Eileen Barton

says of the experience, "we discov-
ered they could not only meet our
expectations but were willing to
work harder than ever before to do

so." The graduation exhibition has
become an institution at Sullivan

now-involving all teachers and all

students in a conscious and everyday
movement toward their own clearly
defined goal.

Look for the Energy

Such success stories point to the
clear gains a school can make if it
agrees what it wants and has a

January 1993
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What Schools Can Learn from Resistant Teachers

A persistent issue in any school change effort is teachers who
do not support the changes. Unless a school has the luxury
of choosing its entire staff from the start, sucha problem is
virtually unavoidable. Some resistant teachers are opposed
from the start-they question the need for change, worry about
losing their jobs, orjust plain disagree with certain Coalition
principles. Others start out uncommitted but lose heart as they
discover how difficult and draining the change effort can be,
often reverting to their old ways to reduce the stress.

But rather than treat such resistance as a major stumbling
block, reform veterans suggest, schools should instead regard
them as an opportunity. If they are to sustain any forward
move, change advocates need to thoroughly understand and
respect opposing points of view, and then work together to
resolve them so that each party can live with the results.

This has especially important implications for how schools
go about their change process. For example, teachers might
resist a move like integrating disciplines, either because they
feel unprepared for it academically or because they resent the
loss of autonomy it presages. Understanding this could lead
a school first to afford all staff ample time to learn about the
new ideas (including watching them in action), at the same
time actively invitingl their participation and input, however
critical. Then, rather than dictate one path all teachers will
follow (like team-teaching), the school's leadership might
encourage integration in small, less threatening dimensions
that make clear its good points (and smooth its rough spots)
more gradually.

Understanding the point of view of dissenting teachers can
alsoprompt more explicit support, both internal and external,
for the di fficu]t tasks of change. This might include training
in collaborative work (both in decision making and in an
instructional context). Or it might mean more time, money,
and effort put into helping teachers try out new classroom
techniques.

"What really matters to your resistant teachers right now?
How can y<,u connect your reforms to where they are?" asks
psychologist Robert Evans, a consultant to schools who offered
workshops on resistant teachers at the Coalition's Fall Forum
this year. Change leaders need to listen carefully to resistant
teachers' concerns, he says, and revise their plans carefully
on that basis. "You have to build bridges to the new ideas
that have sonic foothold in the old ideas," he urges. The
"old ideas" often inchide values like academic rigor, he notes,
which can only strengthen a movement toward improvement.

Ignoring resistant teachers, change veterans agree, only
backfires, potarizing different factions and sabotaging the sense
of teamwork crucial to success "I continitally prod them to
dissent openly and respectfully-and then to participate in
tlie process of gathering and sharing factual information about
the change," says Fairdale High School principal Marilyn
Hohmann.

Even if a school's dissenters resist passively through silence
or "bathroom talk," acknowledging them openly helps build
an atmosphere of common cause. Citibank Faculty member
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Erin Hughes recalls soliciting feedback after a workshop she
led, and finding that several teachers had not responded to
her questionnaire. "When I reported back to the group on
the survey," she said, '1 made very clear that this did not
represent the entire group's opinions-it was only part of the
story." Later, she said, several teachers privately thanked her
for the acknowledgment, and joined more readily in the next
discussion.

If they are to use dissent productively, then. schools do
well to look hard from the start at w·hy people object to their
ideas. Using data gathered over five years from eight Coalition
schools, ethnographers Donna Muncey and Patrick McQuillan
have described and analyzed the following useful list of the
chief reasons teachers oppose Essential School reform:*

• Questions about the need for each partjcular school
and individual to change.

• Philosophical and practical difficulties with specific
Common Principles, such as universal goals and
teacher-as-generalist.

• Incomplete socialization of teachers to Coalition
programs, which resulted in inconsistencies and
resentment.

• Threats to elective courses and jobs perceived by
teachers to accompany an intellecfual focus and a
rethinking of the notion of a comprehensive high school.

• Political concerns such as equity, ownership of the
change process and scliool, and the administration's
role in the reform initiative

• The emotional drain that teachers experienced as they
personalized their classroom and dealt with opposition
to their work.

• The cumulative effects of the iicreased workload on

teachers who were implementing reform.

• The disillusionment teachers felt when students did
not respond to their efforts and/or when teaming with
other teachers proved problematic.

The most important of these by far, argues CES's Chairman
Theodore Sizer, is the first. "If teachers will come together to
look critically at the quality of student work-especially the
'best' student work, from the honors classes," he declares,
"agreement will usually emerge that something requires
serious change." That step in the change process, he maintains,
lies at the very heart of Essential School reform, and asking
traditionally minded teachers to participate in it is the first step
to the consensus a school must seek.

* This list is excerpted from Dz,nim E. Muncey lind i#trkk 1. Mi:Qillati,
"Tene}iers Tnlk Al,olit Coilitim2 R4orms at rheir Schools." Workhig Paper
»7,liE Srhool Ellitognipli! Pmjgct. For infoynuitien 01,9,1 this aild *tier
:wrkii 1 6 45,t'rs cif tht' Schz),)i Ethno,Traj dly Project contnet CES M Box
1969. Bri,ru,3 Unt'prrsitv, Pwride,irr, RI 02912.
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system in mind for getting jt. But
many practitioners prefer chaos
theory to neater methods as a
guiding principle in the messy
realitief of school reform. Like the
defiant child who says, "I'll do it
because f want to, and not because
you said to," they assert, change will
resist formulas, happening only
when and where it is ready to. And
astute refcirmers, like observant
parents, may know more by instinct
than by rules what todo and when.

"1 see an organization in terms
of physical science," says Chuck
Bowen, a Thomson Fellow who is

principal of Hroadmoor Junior } ligh
School in Pekin, illinois. "When you
want to move the organization, you
have t<, apply energy to it." To
answer a school'% "Now what?"

question, 13(,wen suggests, its leaders
mus,t locate the friction p,ints where
its energy already gathers-by
listening for the conflicts, the heartfelt
cwincerns, the dissatisfactkon, and the

needs perceived by the people who
m.ike up the organization. "If you
start out with something logically,"
Bowen argues, "you won't draw
from that energy hource."

For Broadmoor, the obvious hot

spot· was the staff's grave dissatisfac-
lion with the school's organizational
structure. "Teachers felt isolated,

unhappy with how business was
being done, frustrated because they
had no time to get together," Bowen
recalls. "That was the energy source
that drove change, so our substantive
emphasis at first was highly teacher-
centered." Within two years,
Hrindmoor had redesigned its
strudiire from a conventional

severi-pei·icxi day to a two-holise
team-based system with a long-block
schedille providing teams with 70
minutes a day and an extra hal f-day
monthly for common planning time.

'llut organizatkins are tied
together 1*, tightly witli roles and
exprtations that you can't ch,inge
just one thing," Bowen notes. The
isslics of curriculum ,ind instruction

111,it rinerKed, 112 s,iys, created
c'(initid< whifh [re·ame thrlkii)1's

new 11(11 spnts. "Alter a while the

HORACE

very fact that conflicts and concerns
keep arising becomes an energy
source itself," he says. "That keeps
everyone thinking about where
new ones in future are going to
come up-which in turn directs our
energy toward future planning."

The scenario could just as
easily have started, as Ted Sizer
recommends, with seeking faculty
agreement on inadequate student
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FIGURE 3.

performance and what to do about
it. Pedagogical innovations like
cooperative learning or exhibitions,
Bowen notes, could generate
structural conflicts; or poor commu-
nication could become the source

of discontent, sparking attention to
either classroom practice or school
structure and governance. Again,
these three areas-pedagogy.
structure, and communication-
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continually shift positions as schools
juggle the tasks of change; again, the
dynamic is more important than any
scripted sequence.

And here again, giving shape to
the whole process is the requirement
for teamwork. Even to take the first

step toward changing things, Bowen
notes, the Broadmoor sta ff had to

start learning to work together, a
process; guided by a team that
attended the Coalition's first Trek

year. Himselfa former "school
coach" and facilitator for Illinois

Re:learning, Bowen feels strongly
f hat sustained outside help A essen-
tial to schools in the midst of change.
"Just think of it as learning a highly
complex and detajJed craft thal
doesn't lend itself to being written
down into well-structured steps,"
he says. "Other crafts like this use
apprenticeship to teach their skills-
the master and the apprentice share
the task, with the master taking on
the tasks the apprentice can't yet do."
Illinois Re:Learning requires and
pays for school coaches to commit
a half day weekly to each Coamion
member school, and Bowen thinks

the time could easily be doubled.
"Our current coach offers us an

impartiality I don't have any more,"
hesays·.

Developing the skills of working
together must precede evena

schcd's earliest exploration of
Essential School ideas, Bowen argues,
When Broadmoor first investigated
joining the Coalition, he says, "we set
it up so that skeptics and converts
were all represented on the steering
committee set up to investigate it. All
they had to commit to was doing a
good job of learning about it so
they could report back to the whole
faculty." Before seiiding tlie group to
their first CES symposium, the entire
school met for two long sessions
to develop a lilit of questions they
assigned to their emissaries. "Some
Df us were learning about it so we
could shoot it down; others because
we wanted it ici happen; others irist
to learn what the heck was going
im," Bowen rrealls. "But working
together began from the very start."

HORACE

Sustained outside

helpfrom a coach or a
'criticalfriend' provides
a cnicial penspective on
the change process.

Once a staffs collective energy is
trained on common goals, Bowen
asserts, problems become easier to
solve. "We made all our changes on a
zero-based budget," he says "In our
first year of change we tried a new
structure that didn't work, and had

to live with it for a year. We stared
that dilemma down, empowering
a new committee to reorganize our
schedule and house structure. The

teachers sat down and made their

own hard decisions-to lay someone
off, to save money by covering for
each other on planned absence-
and it worked, because it wasn't

some administrator telling them
what to do."

A System for Participation

Broadmoo/s system also works,

in part, because the school follows
a clear protocol of joint decision-
making, in which everyone a ffected
by any change has a say in making
it, unmaking it, and getting it to
succeed. "Many schools go through
the Trek and come out with a

diagnosis, a vision, and a plan," says
Coalition senior associate Patricia

Smith. But the Trek process must put
a decision-making structure in place
to facilitate change, she says, or they
get stuck and the effort dissipates.
Schools can also go astray when a
Trek team coexists with a parallel
movement toward site-based man-

agement, but the two fail to integrate
their visions. "If you cali instead use
shared decision-making initiatives
to decide on and carry out ]Essential
Sch <,01 changes," says Smith. "then
you have a new structure that
includes the whole community,
and the ball can really get rolling."
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For an example Smith points to
Central Bucks East High School, a
large suburban high school in Bucks
County, Pennsylvania. Though it is
not technically a site-based manage-
ment school, Central Bucks East has

consciously arranged its structure so
that teachers are intimately involved
with matters of educational leader-

ship. An elected Leadership Team of
six teachers, four parents, three
administrators, and one student

makes many policy decisions; and
task forces form as necessary to study
everything from communication
to team-buildjng and curriculum
matters.

.Making decisions as a team
has increased communication

tremendously," principal Joseph
Jennelle says. "We've opened doors
to conversation. There are so many
variables in the Nine Common

Principles--we need to learn all
we can about them and develop a
common language. While we do

that we're also learning how to talk
together in a structured way, learn
what each person feels is important
and make decisions together as a
group."

Some schools run into unexpected
trouble because they forget to keep in
close touch with parents and other

community members. As principal
Bob Mackin at Souhegan High
School in Amherst, New Hampshire
points out, "there's simply no limit
to the amount of communicating
you need to do with parents."

Souhegan faced a particular
challenge because it is a brand new
school this year, says Mackin, who
formerly headed Fox Lane High
School, a Coalition member school in

Bedford, New York. But the process

'There's simply no
limit to the amount

of communicating
you need to do,' one
principal asserts.
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